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We seek to live up to our name, Virtus is a veteran owned 
outdoor apparel company that embodies the ideals of both 
martial courage and commitment in making products famous 
for excellence. Virtus has tested tactical and extreme outdoor 
gear for decades with an assembled elite team of special 
forces operators, active duty military personnel, professional 
riflemen, archers, outdoorsmen, professional athletes and 
emergency responders. The best of the best.

ABOUT VIRTUS

SHOP

CONTACT: TEAM@VOG.GROUP

https://vogstore.com/


DAVID WOOD
FOUNDER OF VIRTUS OUTDOOR GROUP

TOM TOMLO JR.
PARTNER

MATTHEW PECH
PARTNER

MARC LONERGAN-HERTEL
PARTNER

TIM SCOTT
CO FONDER

THE VOG TEAM

TAP THE ICON TO KNOW MORE ABOUT THE TEAM 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lhQycykp8YPDUODAUXWpaC2QpxBjpXV9
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WqrHwmk9ptO-5BSzTtULE6x4t1l5JVbV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1M7gHf24XhnXtM166kFEbR5bQJzrc2h7b
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t1pAuBrari2_XzUxnfB616HpRE_si1su
https://drive.google.com/open?id=13tOOXKwSGMIfy-f4D1ze7-buapmCaBiL


MEDIAS

Read more Read moreRead more

https://www.hvy.com/meagan-j-meehan/acting-and-entrepreneurship-interview-with-ceo-of-virtus-outdoor-group-david-johnson-wood
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/virtus-brings-battle-tested-outdoor-gear-to-the-american_us_59fb4b49e4b01ec0dede403b
https://www.tvovermind.com/8-things-you-didnt-know-about-david-johnson-wood/
https://yourmoneygeek.com/david-johnson-wood-crushing-it/


MEDIAS

Read more Read more Read more Read more

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/virtus-brings-battle-tested-outdoor-gear-to-the-american_us_59fb4b49e4b01ec0dede403b
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/virtus-brings-battle-tested-outdoor-gear-to-the-american_us_59fb4b49e4b01ec0dede403b
https://youtu.be/cslPsBtf_OY
http://www.guns.com/2018/04/30/veteran-owned-virtus-crafts-hybrid-brand-of-tactical-athletic-outdoor-gear/
https://watertransferprinting.com/brands/virtus/


EXCLUSIVE PARTNER

SPARTAN EXTREME ENDURANCE

VIRTUS OUTDOORS PARTNERS WITH SPARTAN 
EXTREME, HURRICANE HEAT, AGOGE AND VIRTUS 
PROSTAFF WILL TAKE THE ROLE OF KRYPTEIA AT 
EVENTS AND COLLABORATE ON MEDIA CONTENT.

FOR THOSE WILLING TO MENTALLY AND PHYSICALLY 
PUSH TO ACHIEVE THEIR PERSONAL BEST, SPARTAN 
IS A CATALYST FOR TRANSFORMATION – PUSHING 
YOU BEYOND WHAT YOU THOUGHT WAS POSSIBLE.

Read more

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AlZEqUY-1-k0DEXiffN5HVk_t6PJ0Q4X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t4YCxlxpZTMmqnrU1sePbISP7PVIGyvy
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1t4YCxlxpZTMmqnrU1sePbISP7PVIGyvy
https://www.instagram.com/spartanextreme/


CAMOUFLAGE

Since the battlefield knows no hours, there is Nyx. Limited light sources 
and nocturnal prey requires undetectable concealment. Utilizing darker 
colors that blend and hide in dusk to dawn conditions, Nyx is superior 
coverage when senses are heightened.



CAMOUFLAGE

In vulnerable urban environments, concealment is of upmost importance. 
The blend of gray colors with the scale armor of our Virtus Ekho provides a 
tactical advantage in populated terrain. Regardless of lighting or elements, 
Ekho meets the challenge of modern day warfare.



CAMOUFLAGE

A forest background offers a myriad of patterns, light play and textures 
to contend with. Tariis mimics earth tones and contrasts to become 
undetectable in woodland coverage and increase range of engagement.



CAMOUFLAGE

With five colors to blend well with geographical tones of rocky, arid 
regions, as well as mimicking the shadow properties of open, barren 
regions, Xeros is designed for long-range concealment.



CAMOUFLAGE

Delos is our water pattern. Delos will keep you concealed under the water 
and also serve above and beyond on marine environments



CAMOUFLAGE

Pyra is our athletic pattern but also serves as an emergency safety color 
scheme to keep visibility in recuse operations



CAMOUFLAGE

Boreas is our patented snow camouflage, it will give you total cover and 
concealment in snow and ice, as well as high mountain alpine terrain.



ASSAULT MID LAYER

SIZE CHARTS

We dial down the Helios Tactical Hoodie to bring you the Assault Hoodie 2.0. Designed 
for your everyday use, this hoodie is suited for either cold weather as a base layer or all-
season mid layer. The Assault Hoodie 2.0 is a refined hoodie with performance elements 
and a four-way stretch fabric to allow you to move freely and easily.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

4 WAY STRETCH BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI ST THERMAL

ATHLETIC FIT

4 WAY  
STRETCH

DURABLE 
FABRIC

FULL ZIP DESIGN 
FOR EASY ON 
AND OFF

MOISTURE 
WICKING

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1bK1xqCs0i-Q9HO_BC4IPijTJYrXPXJg4


ASTREAS MID LAYER

Powerfully versatile softshell that performs as a midlayer in moderate cold or on its own 
for active pursuits in cool weather. A lightweight polyester grid fleece is bonded to an 
abrasion resistant Nylon woven face fabric. This combination creates a single material 
that effectively insulates and moves moisture while delivering breathability, weather 
protection and stretch performance.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

SOFT YET DURABLE 
DURAFACE FLEECE 

ADJUSTABLE 
CUFFS

ARM 
POCKETS

ARM VELCRO® 
PATCHES 

PIT ZIPPERS
2 LARGE HAND 

POCKETS
WITH ZIPPERS 

TWO CHEST 
POCKETS 

WITH HIDDEN 
ZIPPERS

VELCRO® CUFF ADJUSTERS
WITH ELASTIC

SOFT BRUSHED-
LINED COLLAR

LARGE BACK 
TUNNEL POCKET

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI ST THERMAL

MADE FO R
WET AND COL D

28

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1323zYejMExPWDxw316mLLj2idsE0xPlK


CHARLIE ONE BASE LAYER

These lightweight short pants are constructed for your everyday wear even in the most 
warm conditions. With ergonomic design fully zippered pockets are the right gear for 
sport and outdoor activities. These sporty shorts are composed of a lightweight shell 
fabric with DWR finishing and inner stretch horse insert for easy movements.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

DURABLE WATER 
REPELLENT FINISHING

LIGHTWEIGHT 
FABRIC

ATHLETIC FIT

HORSE STRETCH 
INSERTS

ADJUSTABLE 
WAIST BAND

ZIPPERED 
POCKETS

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE WATER-RESI ST

MADE FOR
MILD TO WARM

40

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V8l6GX2_wU92ABpY4dNxxmIToxE6g9qu


THE DASH BASE LAYER

Mid weight compression leggings made by a stretchable Polyester brushed. Featuring 
2 side pockets, elastic waist band and soft touch fabric, these leggings are the ideal 
compagnon for your indoor and outdoor activities. The highly stretch body fabric allows 
you to move naturally and comfortably. 

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

HIGHLY STRETCH 
FABRIC

FLATLOCK 
STITCHING

2 SIDE FLAP 
POCKETS

COMPRESSION FIT

ELASTIC WAIST 
BAND

MEDIA POCKE TBREATHABLESOFT-TOUCH 4 WAY STRETCH

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1J8QhlydqL6wSi5QlX1MUvGQm710D2hX8


HELIOS MID LAYER

This wind-resistant, breathable hoody is perfect for the everyday active individual 
looking for performance and comfort. A tough, highly wind-resistant outer face sheds 
moisture and a light fleece backer adds warmth while wicking away moisture. Integrated 
four way stretch fabric for unrestricted mobility in your everyday activities.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

WAIST & HOOD 
DRAWSTRINGS

2 CHEST  
ZIP POCKETS

THUMB SLITS

4 WAY 
STRETCH

2 LARGE HAND 
ZIP POCKETS

SOFT BRUSHED-
LINED COLLAR 

BUILT IN 
FACE MASK

ATHLETIC FIT

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI ST THERMAL

MADE FOR
MILD TO COLD

32

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1V7Z1C2zcD1oyYPGp8P9sPyZlfzQMMyA6


INVICTUS BASE LAYER

Lightweight t-shirt made by a Polyester Cotton blend perfect for the everyday active 
individual looking for performance and comfort. Clean design, regular fitting and great 
moisture management fabric are the main features for this “must have” piece.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

SOFT-TOUCH FABRIC

PRINTED 
GRAPHICS

MOISTURE 
MANAGEMENT

REGULAR 
FITTING

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE 2 WAY STRETCH

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kGXFiQKqSHjYfeoUltZT-PxnpoVwPVY3


RUCK MID / OUTER  LAYER

Lightweight reversible padded jacket that performs as a midlayer in moderate cold or on 
its own for active pursuits in cool weather. A lightweight Polyester shell with Primaloft® 
filling with an effectively insulation and weather protection. With a quick twist you can 
wear it reversible as quilted jacket.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

ADJUSTABLE 
WAIST BAND

CHEST POCKET WITH
ZIPPERS ON INNER
REVERSE SIDE

LIGHTWEIGHT 
AND DURABLE
SHELL

REVERSE 
QUILTED SIDE 

2 LARGE HAND 
POCKETS WITH 
ZIPPERS

2 LARGE HAND 
POCKETS
WITH ZIPPERS 
ON INNER
REVERSE SIDE 

PRIMALOFT® 
INSULATION

PACKABLE IN ITS OWN 
DRAWSTRING BAG

BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI ST THERMALLIGHTWEIGHT

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hELvJzuE6X4EJH1QQ4ksKf1Uawvnf-BZ/view?usp=sharing


RENEGADE BASE / MID  LAYER

Utility shirt in lightweight Polyester with design elements derivated from the military 
uniforms, can performs as a midlayer in moderate cold or on its own for active pursuits 
in cool weather. Featuring 2 flap pockets, side loops for keep the roll-in sleeves and fast 
snap buttons closure, this shirt is a great gear for your daily activities.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

FAST SNAP BUTTONS
FRONT OPENING

REGULAR 
FITTING

ROLL-IN 
SLEEVES 
LOOP

2 CHEST 
POCKETS

SNAP 
BUTTON 
CUFFS

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Jo6ONC6d7xpCEiThf2fYNcuBcx9RxPeL/view?usp=sharing


THE JADE BASE LAYER

Mid weight compression bra made by a stretchable Polyester fabric. Featuring a 
comfortable construction, elastic waist band and ergonomic back closure system, this 
bra is the right gear for your sport and outdoor activities. Furthermore, the body fabric 
has excellent moisture management properties.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

HIGHLY STRETCH 
FABRIC

LIGHTWEIGHT

COMPRESSION FIT

MOISTURE 
MANAGEMENT

COMFORTABLE

BREATHABLESOFT-TOUCH 4 WAY STRETCH

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T1vVrU5T5kZU45y8nzMlHOrFAGO-lA85


KAOS BASE / MID LAYER

These tactical pants provide extreme strength and abrasion resistance with plenty of 
stretch. The Virtus Kaos pants are made with a durable, lightweight fabric built to stretch 
with the human body. These abrasion-resistant, breathable and highly water-repellent 
pants are the perfect layering piece allowing comfort in a variaty of temperature zones. 
Pair these pants with a Virtus jacket and be prepared for any situation. 

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

ATHLETIC FIT

PATCH INSERTS 
KNEES

ERGONOMIC 
DESIGN

SECURE FRONT 
POCKETS

5 WIDE BELT 
LOOPS

DURABLE WATER 
REPELLENT 
FINISHING

ADJUSTABLE 
BACK STRAP

BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI ST THERMALLIGHTWEIGHT

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1amz-QBvrS44BciyivFRBuLP0UK0YHmm8


MITCHELL BASE LAYER

Mid weight compression leggings made by a stretchable Polyester brushed.  Featuring 
ergonomic design, elastic waist band and soft touch fabric, these leggings are the ideal 
compagnon for your indoor and outdoor activities. The highly stretch body fabric allows 
you to move naturally and comfortably. 

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

HIGHLY STRETCH 
FABRIC

FLATLOCK 
STITCHING

COMPRESSION FIT

ELASTIC WAIST 
BAND

BREATHABLESOFT-TOUCH 4 WAY STRETCH

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ztk-4F5Zk5raFf8s10-SylhaOdGeszXh


PHANTOM BASE / MID  LAYER

These lightweight range pants are constructed for your everyday wear with the durability 
to withstand any extreme elements. The Phantom range pants are breathable, highly 
water-repellant and abrasion-resistant in any temperature range. These tactical-casual 
range pants are composed of a fabric that is shrink-resistant and made of a 4-way 
stretch, which lets you move naturally and comfortably. 

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

DURABLE WATER 
REPELLENT 
FINISHING

ATHLETIC FITLOW PROFILE 
ZIPPERED CARGO 
POCKETS

ARTICULATED 
KNEES

METALLIC D-RINGS

CROTCH 
GUSSET

4 WAY STRETCH FABRIC
BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI STLIGHTWEIGHT

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=112X0pHlGf2UBNB7tckON41VvFG2lksqa


SCOTT BASE LAYER

Lightweight base-layer suitable for hot and cold temperatures, made with a stretchable 
Polyester perfect for athletic and outdoor activities. Clean design, regular fitting and 
great moisture management fabric are the main features of this performance long-sleeve piece.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.

PERFORMANCE

MOISTURE 
MANAGEMENT

ERGONOMIC

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT BREATHABLE 2 WAY STRETCH

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1EASlKT9RtfiAipCHxXKBvN2O07dCKET3


SHEMAUGH ACCESSORIES

This soft-touch scarf is the right gear for  your daily and outdoor activities. Smart 
dimensions and a cool decorative jacquard pattern are featuring this stylish product.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

LIGHTWEIGHT 
FABRIC

JACQUARD 
PATTERN

LIGHTWEIGHT



SOLLY MID LAYER

These lightweight denim pants are made by a stretch and durable Cotton blend fabric, 
constructed for your everyday wear. The Solly denim are lightweight, water-repellant and 
abrasion-resistant  in any temperature range. These casual denim pants are featuring 
5 pockets, reinforcement  bar-tack stitching and stretchy body which lets you move 
naturally and comfortably. 

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

DURABLE WATER 
REPELLENT 
FINISHING

5 OPEN POCKETS

ATHLETIC FIT

REINFORCED 
STITCHINGS

STRETCH 
FABRIC

BREATHABLE WIND-STOP WATER-RESI STLIGHTWEIGHT

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=13E77njG2IOAcgn7dgrP9ePuuMpZmRarW


RIGGERS ACCESSORIES

This cool and durable belt is the right gear for your daily and outdoor activities. Technical 
materials and minimal design inspired by military gear are marking this “must have” piece.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

MESH PANEL

ADJUSTABLE 
BACK STRAP

LIGHTWEIGHT

DETACHABLE 
VELCRO
PATCH LOGO

LIGHTWEIGHT 
FABRIC



WARRIOR ACCESSORIES

This lightweight baseball cap is the right gear for  sport and outdoor activities. Adjustable 
strap on back panel, detachable badge logo with velcro link and mesh back insert.

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

LIGHTWEIGHT 
FABRIC

MESH PANEL

DETACHABLE 
VELCRO
PATCH LOGO

ADJUSTABLE 
BACK STRAP

BREATHABLE WATER-RESI STLIGHTWEIGHT



WOOD BASE LAYER

Lightweight tank made by a Polyester Spandex blend perfect for the indoor and outdoor 
activities. Clean design, regular / slightly compression fit and  stretchable body fabric 
are the main features for this sporty gear.  

Designed and tested, built and patented by elite warriors and extreme athletes. This 
product is made for down range, search and rescue, certified safety gear, and any 
extreme evolution you choose to take it on. Designed by the brave for the brave. Earn it. 
Be your own hero.  

MOISTURE 
MANAGEMENT

REGULAR / FIT 
FITTING

STRETCH FABRIC

PRINTED 
GRAPHICS

LIGHTWEIGHT 2 WAY STRETCHBREATHABLE

SIZE CHARTS

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1lHQ-l7huXclS90XXlYPCFu4zeqEjCRnH

